Please and Thank You Stories

Read

- Thank You, Om!
- We Are Grateful
- Gracias Thanks
- Bear Says Thanks
- May I Please Have a Cookie?
- I Am Thankful

Sign

- Learn to sign please and thank you in American Sign Language. Please is made by placing your flat hand over your chest and moving it in a clockwise motion two or three times. To sign thank you, extend your fingers and thumb. Touch fingers to your chin and bring forward.

Make

What are you thankful for? Use this free printable to create a gratitude tree! Write something you’re thankful for on each leaf, glue your leaves to the tree and repeat until full.

Talk

Words and thoughts are powerful. What we say to ourselves, to our children, and what they say to themselves can affect how they act and who they become. Try practicing gratitude statements:

- Today I am thankful for...
- Today I said thank you for...

Sing

- Yes Please by Shabang Inclusive Learning
- Thanks A Lot by Kathy Reid-Naiman
- Please And Thank You by Imagination Movers

Play

Did you know sensory activities give your child the sensory stimulation they need while strengthening their fingers and hands to improve their writing skills? Try making some pumpkin pie play dough! Put out cookie cutters, rolling pins, pie tins, and other kitchen utensils to spice up play time!

Sensory painting activities are perfect for fall sensory fun! Get some corn on the cob, corn on the cob holders (optional), some paint and paper. There is no right or wrong way to complete this activity. Have your little one roll paint on a precut shape, white paper, over coloring pages, or even on newspaper!

Playtime at Home
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